
L E P R I V É ' S  S T O R Y
 

S TY LED  I N  A  SNAP !

Made for women, By women.

As women, moms, and entrepreneurs, our founders, Tanya Privé and Laura
Senra were looking for clothes that were stylish, comfortable, and low
maintenance. We needed a wardrobe that allowed us to go from mom life,
to work, and then slip right into social activities without skipping a beat. 

That's why we started LePrivé. Our ultra-soft dickey tops and snap-on
collars make getting dressed and looking put together effortless. The
genius behind the collection is that all the tops and collars are
interchangeable, allowing unlimited stylish combinations of that timeless
dress shirt look. 

 

www.leprive.com
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It all started back in December 2019 when Tanya, a management consultant,
got tired of having to wear her dress shirts in countless client-facing video
calls. Why? Because she hates to iron, it was tough to match a blouse with
the right top, and the layers were uncomfortable. Especially when you’re
wearing leggings on the bottom. 

As the pandemic accelerated exponentially, the work from home culture
included lots of video zoom meetings. Given that only half her body was
visible on the computer camera, Tanya sought out ways to be stylish, camera-
ready, ultra-comfortable, avoid dry cleaning and ironing and have the
flexibility to be both casual and dressy at the drop of a dime. Tanya teamed
up with her decade-long friend, Laura Senra, a fashion industry expert and
former merchandising executive at Ralph Lauren & Bergdorf Goodman, and
the concept of LePrivé took off.

After lots of testing, research, and development, LePrivé’s first dickey top and
collar collection hit the market November 2021. Initially, the apparel brand
launched to friends and family. The response was overwhelming with positive
feedback. Over 20% of customers came back for a second and third time
within a matter of weeks. In December 2021, the brand expanded beyond its
network and began its marketing, advertising and social media campaign.
Clients and influencers have loved how comfortable and chic the tops and
collars look, and how easy it is to style a perfect look in seconds. With
LePrivé’s collection, women look polished in a snap! 
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